Abstract⎯The article is devoted to an approach to constructing and verification of discrete PLC-programs by LTL-specification. This approach provides a possibility of analysing the correctness of PLCprograms by using the model checking method. The linear temporal logic LTL is used as a language of specification of the program behavior. The correctness analysis of LTL-specification is automatically performed by the symbolic model checking tool Cadence SMV. The article demonstrates the consistency of the approach to constructing and verification of PLC programs by LTL-specification from the point of view of Turing power. It is proved that in accordance with this approach for any Minsky counter machine an LTL-specification can be built, which is used for machine implementation in any PLC programming language of standard IEC 61131-3. Minsky machines are equipollent to Turing machines, and the considered approach also has the Turing power. The proof focuses on representation of a counter machine behavior in the form of a set of LTL-formulas and matching these formulas to constructions of ST and SFC languages. SFC is interesting as a specific graphical language. ST is considered as a basic language because the implementation of a counter machine on IL, FBD/CFC and LD languages is reduced to rewriting blocks of an ST-program. The idea of the proof is demonstrated by an example of a Minsky 3-counter machine, which implements a function of squaring. -5, 11-13] dedicated to developing an approach to construction and verification of discrete PLC-programs by LTL-specification. This approach provides a possibility of using model checking method for correctness analysis [8, 9] .We use the linear temporal logic for specification of program behavior and SMV tool for verification [16] .
INTRODUCTION
This article continues a series of papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [11] [12] [13] dedicated to developing an approach to construction and verification of discrete PLC-programs by LTL-specification. This approach provides a possibility of using model checking method for correctness analysis [8, 9] .We use the linear temporal logic for specification of program behavior and SMV tool for verification [16] .
A PLC is a reactive system. It has a set of inputs connected to the control object by sensors and a set of outputs connected to actuators [7, 14] . The PLC repeats the execution of a user program periodically. There are three main phases for program execution (a working cycle): (1) reading from inputs (sensors) and latching them in the memory, (2) program execution (with input variables remaining constant), (3) latching the values of the output variables to the environment. The application of programmable logic controllers (PLCs) for systems controlling complex industrial processes makes exacting correctness demands to PLC-programs.
Programming languages for logic controllers are defined by the IEC 61131-3 standard. This standard includes the description of five languages: SFC, IL, ST, LD and FBD. IL (Instruction List) is an assembly language with an accumulator and jumps to labels. ST (Structured Text) is a high-level programming language. Its syntax is the adapted Pascal syntax. LD (Ladder Diagram) represents a program by a graphical diagram based on circuit diagrams of relay logic hardware. FBD (Function Block Diagram) is a graphical language of circuit diagrams of electronic devices on microcircuits. A variation of FBD is the CFC language (Continuous Function Chart), that allows to place components and connections arbitrarily. SFC (Sequential Function Chart) diagrams are a high-level graphic tool. They consist of steps and transitions between them that divide tasks into simple phases with a formally defined logic of a system operation.
Transition permission is defined by a condition. Each step is related to actions described in any IEC 61131-3 standard language.
The article demonstrates the consistency of the approach to constructing and verification of PLC programs by LTL-specification from the point of view of Turing power. It is proved that in accordance with this approach for any Minsky counter machine an LTL-specification can be built, which is used for machine implementation in any PLC programming language of standard IEC 61131-3. Minsky machines are equipollent to Turing machines [6, 15] , and the considered approach also has the Turing power. The proof focuses on representation of the counter machine behavior in the form of a set of LTL-formulas and matching these formulas to constructions of ST and SFC languages. SFC is interesting as a specific graphical language. ST is considered as the basic language because the implementation of a counter machine in IL, FBD/CFC and LD languages is reduced to rewriting blocks of an ST-program. The idea of the proof is demonstrated by an example.
MAIN CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

Construction of PLC-Programs by an LTL-Specification
The point of the approach to PLC-programming by LTL-specification [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [11] [12] [13] is to provide the availability of using model checking method for correctness analysis of PLC-programs [8, 9] . According to this approach the value of each variable must change once at only one place in a program per one full execution while passing a PLC working cycle. Therefore, changing the value of each program variable is represented by two explicit and one implicit LTL-formulas. The first LTL-formula describes situations leading to an increase of the corresponding variable, the second one -to a decrease. The third LTL-formula is implicit and has a rigid form composed from elements of the first and second formulas. It describes conditions in which a variable does not change its value per one pass of a PLC working cycle. These LTLformulas are constructive. A PLC-program can be constructed from a specification, which corresponds to temporal properties expressed by these formulas. So, PLC programming is reduced to building an LTLspecification of each program variable.
The following LTL-formulas are used for describing situations, leading to an increase or a decrease of the integer variable value V:
(1) (2) The leading underscore symbol "_" in the notation of the variable is taken as a pseudo-operator, allowing to refer to the previous state value of the variable V. This pseudo-operator can be used only under the scope of the temporal operator .
The conditions and are logical expressions over program variables and constants, which are constructed by using comparison operators, logical and arithmetic operators and the pseudo-operator "_". By definition, the pseudo-operator can be applied to variables only. The expression describes situations, when changing the value of the variable V is needed (if it is allowed by the condition ). The expression is built using variables and constants, comparison, logical and arithmetic operators and the pseudo-operator "_".
For the description of all possible increasing value situations, formula (1) can have several sets of considered conjunctive parts combined in a disjunction, after operator . Expressions , and have the similar meaning. More simple LTL formulas are proposed to use in case of a logical (binary) data type variable:
; ; which means that whenever a new value of the variable V is greater or less than its previous value recorded in the variable _V, it follows that the condition of the external action or is accomplished.
The implicit LTL-formula of keeping the previous value of the variable is . The form for the logical variable is .
In the specification development it is important to take into consideration the order of temporal formulas describing the behavior of the variables. A variable without pseudo-operator "_" may be involved in the specification of another variable behavior only if the specification of its behavior has already been completed and is in the text above.
Minsky Counter Machine
Minsky counter machine is a set , where -a finite non-empty set of states; -an initial state; -a final state; -a finite non-empty set of counters, which can take values from ; -a set of transition rules; -a transition rule for the state . States , , are divided into two types. The states of the first type have transition rules of the form:
where . For the second type states we have, :
For the final state there are no transition rules. It means that in the state the Minsky machine stops.
The configuration of a Minsky machine is a set , where -a state of the machine, -natural numbers (including zero), which are values of the corresponding counters.
The execution of a Minsky machine is a sequence of configurations , inductively defined according to transition rules. The counter machine has one execution from the initial configuration , because for each state there is one transition rule or none. The machine input is a set of counters. The machine starts from the state and stops in the state with an output set of counters or loops implementing a partial recursive function.
REALIZATION OF MINSKY COUNTER MACHINE Theorem 1. Any Minsky counter machine can be realized in PLC programming languages IL, ST, FBD/CFC, LD and SFC according to the approach to construction and verification of PLC programs by LTL specification.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary Minsky counter machine . Match every counter and every state of the machine an unsigned integer variable and a boolean variable , respectively. In this case all state variables, except , are initialized by zero, and is set to 1 (true). Counter variables are initialized by values of the corresponding counters of the machine . Realization of the Minsky machine is implemented as a program in the PLC programming language. A transition from one configuration of the machine to another will correspond to an execution of the program during one PLC working cycle.
According to the approach to construction and verification of programs by LTL-specification, the proof of the theorem consists of two steps. The first step is the building of an LTL-specification of Minsky counter machine The second step is the construction of a PLC program by this specification in various programming languages that implements the behavior of the machine First step. We will write down the required behavior of each program variable with two LTL-formulas. We begin with describing counter variables behavior. The following LTL-formula is used for describing situations, leading to the increase of the value of the counter variable :
where variables correspond to such states of the first type , , …, , in whose transition rules the counter takes place. For example, there must be a transition rule in the description of the counter machine M for a first type state which produces a condition of LTL-specification . If there are no first type transition rules for the counter in the description of the machine M, then LTL-formula of "increasing" for the variable is:
The following LTL-formula describes situations which lead to decreasing the value of the counter variable :
where variables correspond to states of second type , , …, , in whose transition rules the counter takes place. There must be the transition rule It is important to note that all variables of the given LTL-formula placed after implication operator must differ from the state variable . The transition from a state to the same state is not specified. If there is no transition to a state in machine , the LTL-formula of "activation" for a variable is
The LTL-formula for deactivation of the variable (leaving a state ) with a transition rule without loops (only transitions to another states) has a simple form:
where the logical constant "true" means that the variable must be turned to zero on the next working cycle after its activation. Despite that the implication in LTL-formula is the tautology, this formula construction makes sense. Firing condition in the form of "true" constant is involved in an implicit LTL-formula describing situations in which a variable keeps its value after one execution of the program. The formula is shown below. It forbids the variable to have value 1 more than one working cycle of PLC program:
If the transition rule for has a loop or two loops , or is the final state, the program variable has the following "deactivation" LTL-formula:
If the second type state has only one loop in the transition rule, an appropriate version of LTL-formula is chosen for the program variable or Second step. We have a specification of every state variable behavoir and every counter variable behavior as a pair of LTL-formulas. Now describe a method of constructing a program realization of the Minsky counter machine in the ST language. If a counter of the Minsky machine is in both types transition rules, LTL-specification of counter variable behavior has the following form:
The following ST code can be built by the pair of LTL-formulas which consider the third implicit LTL-formula of the specification: IF (_qi OR _qk OR … OR _ql) THEN xj:=_xj+1; ELSIF (_qr OR _qs OR … OR _qt) AND _xj>0 THEN xj:=_xj-1; END_IF; δ : _x1:=x1; _x2:=x2; … _xm:=xm; _q0:=q0; _q1:=q1; … _qn:=qn. So, the ST-program of the machine will contain counter variables , , …, , state variables q0, q1, …, qn and pseudo-operator variables _x1, _x2, …, _xm, _q0, _q1, …, _qn. The state variable q0 is initialized by 1, and counter variables get initial values of the corresponding counters of machine . Other variables (including peudo-operator variables) are initialized by zero.
For languages IL, FBD/CFC and LD we will note that the realization of the machine in these languages reduces mostly to rewriting IF-ELSIF blocks and a pseudo-operator section.
Consider a realization of machine in a graphical language SFC. We will use a simplified SFC, available in the programming tool CoDeSys [10] . In the simplified SFC every step can be associated with three types of actions -step action, entry and exit. If the action of a step is implemented, a small triangle appears in the upper right corner of the step. While a step is active, its action will be executed once on every working cycle. Deactivation of a step is carried out when its tansition conditions are true. The entry action is indicated by an "E" in the lower left corner and is executed only once, right after the step has become active. The exit action is indicated by an "X" in the lower right corner and is executed only once before the step is deactivated (but on the next working cycle before the activation of the next step). Every action and transition condition can be implemented in any IEC 61131-3 language.
Realization of the machine in the simplified SFC consists of two diagrams -main and nested. The main SFC-diagram is presented below.
The action of a step x1Step corresponds to the program implementation of LTL-formulas of counter variable behavior specification. For instance, the action of this step is IF-ELSIF construction in the ST language. In a similar way, actions of steps x2Step, …, xmStep correspond to program implementations of LTL-formulas of counter variables , …, behavior specification, respectively. The action of a step PsvdStep is a pseudo-operator section, because this step will execute last within one pass of the working cycle.
The action of a step qStep is a nested SFC-diagram, which is built from the following fragments with connection to state variables. For the second type state of the machine we have fragments (for transition rules without loops, with one loop and with two loops, respectively):
For the first type state of the machine and for the final state we have (for transition rules without loop, with loop and for the final state, respectively):
The initial step of the nested SFC-diagram is q0Step.
Step action and exit action of qiStep have the same program code (in any language -IL, ST, FBD/CFC and LD) obtained from LTL-formulas of state variable behavior specification. Exit action "X" is necessary for deactivation of variable after triggering qiStep transition condition. Nested SFC-diagram matches with the transition graph of the counter machine Thus, we showed, that for an arbitrary -counter Minsky machine the LTL-specification of its behavior can be built. Construction of program realization of the machine is carried out in any standard PLC programming languages by this specification.
SQUARING COUNTER MACHINE
Consider as an example 3-counter Minsky machine that implements the squaring function. This counter machine has eight states , , …, , where is an initial state, and -a final state. In the initial configuration the counter gets value and initial values of other counters and are zero. In the final configuration the result of computation will be contained in the counter and the values of other counters and will be zero. The transition rules of machine are presented below: Note as an illustration that this counter machine is constructed with the use of fact that
The transition rules of the machine can be represented in the following graphical form, where the notation "
" for a variable corresponds to an unconditional increment of a counter, and " " is used to denote the conditional decrement with the transition to another state on a right-handed arrow in case of zero value of the counter .
Let us build the LTL-specification of 3-counter Minsky machine of squaring . A counter variable is initialized by value in this specification. The state variable is initialized by 1, i. e. initially . Other variables (including pseudo-operator variables) are set equal to zero.
The implementation of the counter machine in the ST language by the mentioned above LTLspecification has the following form. Init(q0) = 1; q0+ : GX (¬_ q0 ∧ q0 ⇒ _ q5 ∧¬ (_ B> 0) ); q0− : GX ( _ q0 ∧¬ q0 ⇒ true); q1+ : GX (¬_ q1 ∧ q1 ⇒ _ q0 ∧ _ A> 0 ∨ _ q4 ); q1− : GX ( _ q1 ∧¬ q1 ⇒ true); q2+ : GX (¬_ q2 ∧ q2 ⇒ _ q1 ); q2− : GX ( _ q2 ∧¬ q2 ⇒ true); q3+ : GX (¬_ q3 ∧ q3 ⇒ _ q2 ∧ _ A> 0 ); q3− : GX ( _ q3 ∧¬ q3 ⇒ true); q4+ : GX (¬_ q4 ∧ q4 ⇒ _ q3 ); q4− : GX ( _ q4 ∧¬ q4 ⇒ true); q5+ : GX (¬_ q5 ∧ q5 ⇒ _ q2 ∧¬ (_ A > 0)∨ _ q6 ); q5− : GX ( _ q5 ∧¬ q5 ⇒ true); q6+ : GX (¬_ q6 ∧ q6 ⇒ _ q5 ∧ _ B> 0 ); q6− : GX ( _ q6 ∧¬ q6 ⇒ true); q7+ : GX (¬_ q7 ∧ q7 ⇒ _ q0 ∧¬ (_ A> 0) ); q7− : GX ( _ q7 ∧¬ q7 ⇒ false). 
